Administrator Roles in Community Engagement

Node Administrator

The Node Administrator is the highest-level administrative role in the Community Engagement Module. It is the role that creates and maintains the underlying hierarchical structure for an entity in Community.

Has access to the Institutional Hierarchy Tool
The Node Administrator is the only system role that gives access to the Institutional Hierarchy tool. This tool allows high-level management of courses, organizations, users and other administrators within the hierarchy.

Can create new nodes
The Node Administrator creates and manages new child nodes directly below his or her own node level in the institutional hierarchy.

Can assign administrators to nodes
The Node Administrator can grant team members a wide range of administrative privileges over any node under his or her control.

Is able to add users to a node
The Node Administrator brings users into the node so that they will fall under the oversight of assigned administrators.

Can add courses and organizations under a node
The Node Administrator inserts courses into a node to be overseen by members of his or her team with administrative roles.

As a Node Administrator, you:
- Manage and delegate administrative privileges.
- Maintain the courses, organizations and users that are under your administrative control in the node.
- Generate and oversee user accounts.
- Inherit all the abilities of the other administrator roles that exist in Community.